
ARCHDIOCESAN SYNOD RENEWAL THEME: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Synod of our Archdiocese is an opportunity for representatives of parish leadership to 
come together to reflect as a Catholic community on our relationship with God, with one 
another, and with our mission in service to the larger community. It requires of leadership 
discernment, purification and reform (Francis, Evangelium Gaudium (EG) 33) in an honest 
effort to assess our renewal, and in the spirit of Vatican II, to rekindle our missionary zeal. If 
previous efforts of renewal fell short, new efforts must be considered which include both 
clergy and laity. Only together will our witness be effective. 
 
Pope Francis proposes a model of church which is not content with ‘things as we have 
always done them’, but which is ‘bold and creative …in rethinking goals, structures, styles 
and methods of evangelisation’ (EG 33), a church which is ‘out on the streets…rather than 
clinging to its own security’ (EG 49), unafraid of change and renewal, responsible and 
accountable. 
 
To that end we consider our topic of RENEWAL in the following four areas:  
 
1. WELCOMING AND HEALING DIVISIONS:  
Jesus is our model for the Christian life. His concern for the marginalised and outcast 
overturned the expectations of his traditions. In our attention and welcoming outreach to all 
who are in any way ‘other’ (race, economic strata, religious belief, alienated believers, 
gender, migrants) we are ourselves renewed. 
 
2. SPIRITUAL RENEWAL:  
The spiritual resources of our tradition are many, both for the individual and the community 
in their spiritual quest.  Fostering the spiritual life of the community is a prime responsibility 
of the parish leadership. Without prayer and the deepening of the relationship of ‘the vine 
and the branches’, neither ‘shoots nor fruits’ can be expected. There are multiple resources 
and structures available, including programmes such as Alpha, Renew, Why Catholic, 
retreats and spiritual direction, Hearts on Fire and Prayer Guide Training, Charismatic 
Renewal, Contemplative Outreach, Third Orders and Associates, etc. Attention to spiritual 
deepening should concern each parish or diocesan organization. The spiritual growth and 
desires of the leaders themselves act as a leaven to the entire parish community. 
  
3. FORMATION OF THE FAITHFUL:  
Hearing the Voice of the Church: Without a personal knowledge of and relationship with 
Jesus, members of the community remain lukewarm in their participation and practice. 
Engagement with the scriptures, the living word of God, can bring people into such a 
relationship, which is the basis of our teaching, liturgical practice and ministry. There are 
multiple ways of making the scripture more available to Catholics today for study and prayer 
individually and in groups.  
Scripture is foundational for a more mature understanding of our beliefs.   
 
 



4. LITURGICAL CELEBRATION:  
The manner in which our liturgies are enacted has the potential to engage- or not- the life, 
faith and imagination of the faithful. Well planned and executed liturgical celebrations can 
deepen our understanding of faith and draw us more deeply into its mysteries. It’s weekly 
and seasonal rhythms, its initiatory rites, even its funeral services can deepen our love of 
Christ and form us as more attentive and compassionate members of his Body. Those who 
serve the liturgy as its ministers must be well prepared to render this service to the entire 
community. Furthering such preparation is an ongoing responsibility both at the level of the 
diocese and of the local parish. 

  



ARCHDIOCESAN SYNOD 2019:  RENEWAL THEME RESOURCE DOCUMENT 

1. WELCOMING AND HEALING DIVISIONS – MAKING ALL THINGS NEW – LISTENING TO EACH 
OTHER DIFFERENTLY 

1.1 Renewal is the very heart of the mission of the Church. From the very early prophetic 
tradition of Isaiah (43:19): 

Behold, I am doing a new thing; now it springs forth, do you not perceive it? 
I will make a way in the wilderness and rivers in the desert.  

to the apocalyptic book of Revelation (21:5): 
And he who was seated on the throne said, ‘Behold, I am making all things new.’ 

1.2 Both of these texts reveal that something new is possible when we, the people of God, 
renew our relationship with God. This is made manifest in the quality of relationship between 
members of the community that God gathers in the Church.  

1.3 The question then arises: renewal of what? There is nothing more constant than change. 
Moving from one way of being to another or from one place to another. The evolution of the world 
has demonstrated that even in nature when new threats occur, species change from one form to 
another or become extinct when they cannot adapt. Likewise, as people formed communities of 
various kinds they have adapted in response to changes in their spirituality or reasons for the 
community’s existence. Communities have regenerated themselves inspired by those who reflected 
on their lived and shared reality and who got others in the community system to think, reflect and 
turn once again towards the reason for their presence, the spirituality of being a distinctive 
community. When the community wanes some members set about rekindling it. More people join 
and bring in other experiences, concepts and expressions and the community is renewed.   
1.4 This is powerfully shown in the story of St Francis who strips naked in a public place as he 
called the society of his time to change. He renewed the ability of the church to identify with those 
on the margins of society and perhaps could be regarded as the first voice in the Church to remind 
us of our role in relation to caring for the natural world. 
1.5 Renewal is something that is part of our existence. Our community, the Archdiocese, wants 
to pause again and reflect on where we are. We have been building a relationship with God, now 
we need to reflect on the kind of community we have become, we need to replenish that 
relationship, we need to commit to ongoing revitalising of this relationship and in the missionary 
impulse that flows from a renewed relationship. What will be best for us now? 
1.6  Pope Francis as called the whole Church to this reflection and renewal. In his first and most 
important document, Evangelii Gaudium, he encourages the whole Church to discern how best to 
revitalise and renew. “I encourage each particular Church to undertake a resolute process of 
discernment, purification and reform.” (EG 30). He goes on to encourage us to abandon complacent 
attitudes: “A proposal of goals without an adequate communal search for the means of achieving 
them will inevitably prove illusory… The important thing is to not walk alone, but to rely on each 
other as brothers and sisters, and especially under the leadership of the bishops, in a wise and 
realistic pastoral discernment.” (EG 33) 

1.7 We stop, feel and sense that tremendous changes are taking place all around us, and 
questions are asked about who God is for us, what kind of community we are becoming, how we 
are witnessing to the living God and how we are responding to the needs of our own times. We also 
ponder if we are truly a missionary community. We turn to our Catholic Archdiocese and presume 



that is where we will get the answers and maybe find that things just go on as they always have  - 
nothing new, very little relevant to the fast moving context in which we find ourselves. The call 
comes, as it did to the prophet, to DO A NEW THING.  
We have seen, read and heard, how the Church was formed since Jesus’ time through to the Roman 
Empire, the early middle ages to higher middle ages. One thing is clear: change happened. Our 
depth of experience and understanding developed theology – our knowledge of God – deepened 
and moved people to express themselves differently as the search to be in relationship with one 
another and our Creator God continued.  
1.8 Jesus has always being our guiding light as we have searched through the ages to become 
the people God wants us to be. We are reminded that “Jesus is the way, the truth and the life”.  
1.9 The martyrdom of Blessed Daswa reminds us of this in our African context. Renewal for him 
meant moving away from a superstitious world view to one in which Christ defined his way of being 
in the community of his day. In many ways, his witness changes the way our community should be: 
a community that values the lives of all, even those who have not declared the same faith, and a 
community whose missionary impulse drives itto be with those on the margins of our Church and 
society. 
1.10 We live in an era in which the advancement of knowledge and education is happening at the 
fastest rate in history. The age of digitisation and computing has meant that that we are all 
connected more closely and more easily than ever before. These developments have brought us to 
the threshold of the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’. We are forced to reflect and become conscious 
of the impact that these scientific advances have on the way we relate to each other, build our own 
sense of who we are, build community and witness to the Gospel.  
1.11 Our Church, has been aware of this as she is part of this on-going movement of change, 
seen by the lives of the saints who, aware of their context, challenged their brothers and sisters 
through their words, actions, their lives and choices in order to renew the community of the 
Church… to make all things new. 
1.12 Some of us lived while Vatican II was in process and remember the changes that came into 
place in order to engage more confidently with the broader world as Jesus had done. This 
extraordinary grace filled event was, and still is, challenging us all to renewal. A very significant 
aspect of Vatican II was, and still is, the call for all to be co-responsible in continuing the mission of 
Jesus in the world today, and, in so doing, to renew the Church. In our own times Pope Francis has 
reminded us of the need for renewal, to rekindle as Vatican II did, our missionary zeal.  
1.13 When one sees the word co-responsibility it engenders a feeling of “we are in this together” 
and that is so right. As St Paul indicated in his letter explaining the Body of Christ, he reminds us 
that the body is not a body if an attribute or quality of it is missing. So co-responsibility could 
indicate that whatever my calling in life is (priest, religious, professional, married or single, …..) I 
have a role and responsibility in and for the life of the Church. This, importantly, also implies that no 
one is “greater” than the other. We are all baptised in the name of Father, and of the Son and the 
Holy Spirit. Each is born and is expressly unique. Remember, no one has your finger-prints! So 
besides being responsible we are also accountable, all of us, to one another. This is especially true 
in our service of each other through our particular callings (vocations) to and in the Church.    
1.14 We cannot keep repeating efforts of renewal if only certain sectors of the Church 
participate. The whole Archdiocese must engage in this urgent task. We need our pastors and all 
the faithful to work together, realising first and foremost our baptismal dignity and calling, to tackle 
the task or making all things new.  



1.15 In the decree, Ad Gentes (AG), this co-responsibility takes the form of encouraging the 
involvement of others: 

But since the People of God lives in communities, especially in dioceses and parishes, and 
becomes somehow visible in them, it is also up to these to witness Christ before the nations. 
The grace of renewal cannot grow in communities unless each of these extends the range of 
its charity to the ends of the earth and devotes the same care to those afar off as it does to 
those who are its own members. (AG 37) 

1.16 Renewal means that we also need to look back. We need to analyse which sectors of the 
Church are trying to implement renewal projects. We need to evaluate those projects. We 
need to ask if our priests and deacons are open to on-going formation. We also need to ask if 
the seminary training given to our clergy today is conducive to service in our Church today, if 
our priests are being formed to work alongside the people of God to renew the Church. There 
are many programmes available for upgrading and offering ongoing formation to people in 
different professions (companies, professional associations etc). Are these opportunities also 
made available to our communities, our clergy and our leaders? Are our leaders open to 
formation and change so that we can truly renew the Church in our archdiocese? To effect 
renewal we all need to be on board, searching for effective ways to assist one other in our 
different roles in the Church. We need to extinguish the clerical attitudes of old, both amongst 
clergy and faithful, so that God can work something new in the Church. Only then will we be 
able to be co-responsible and witness together to being the Body of Christ in prayer, action, 
service and growth. 
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1.17 Lets look at the above diagram….  What does it say to you? 
1.18 Our parishes, and within the parish our different groupings/associations/sodalities, should 
continually strive to be welcoming communities. Indeed, in many parishes there are groups who 
specifically welcome people to Mass and are there to help new-comers, but the challenge is to go 
deeper. In 1948 the Human Rights Charter was released, a first ever for humanity. Pope Paul VI 
wanted to make the Universal Declaration of Human Rights “the corner-stone of all his work.” For 
Paul VI, the Universal Declaration was “the path that must not be abandoned if humankind today 
sincerely wants to consolidate peace”. He never lost an opportunity to express his “complete moral 
support for the common ideal contained in the Universal Declaration.”  

1.19  In our own times Pope Francis has given is a beautiful vision of what it means to be a 
welcoming Church: “I prefer a Church which is bruised, hurting and dirty because it has been out on 
the streets, rather than a Church which is unhealthy from being confined and from clinging to its 
own security. I do not want a Church concerned with being at the centre and which then ends by 
being caught up in a web of obsessions and procedures. If something should rightly disturb us and 
trouble our consciences, it is the fact that so many of our brothers and sisters are living without the 
strength, light and consolation born of friendship with Jesus Christ, without a community of faith to 
support them, without meaning and a goal in life. More than by fear of going astray, my hope is 
that we will be moved by the fear of remaining shut up within structures which give us a false sense 
of security, within rules which make us harsh judges, within habits which make us feel safe, while at 
our door people are starving and Jesus does not tire of saying to us: ‘Give them something to eat’ 
(Mk 6:37).” (Evangelium �audium (EG) 49) 

Challenged by this, welcoming entails respecting the dignity of every human being and one could 
add receiving every aspect of creation with wonder and gratitude. 
1.20 Welcoming also begs us to gauge a number of realities 

© do we have a dominate culture in our parish? How are other cultural expressions 
accommodated in the parish? Is our model of parish and church one that is willing to be 
cognisant of diversity? 

© how can we be open to and learn from one another? 
© is racism present or the undermining of different ethnic groups?  Acceptance of difference is 

the first step but how do we begin to integrate, share with one another, learn from one 
another? 

1.21 There are many issues and questions and each parish community needs to start somewhere 
and not just carry on as things have always been. Complacency or unwillingness to change is the 
enemy of renewal. Pope Francis tell us “Pastoral ministry in a missionary key seeks to abandon the 
complacent attitude that says: ‘We have always done it this way’. I invite everyone to be bold and 
creative in this task of rethinking the goals, structures, style and methods of evangelisation in their 
respective communities.” (EG 33) 

This is a gigantic challenge: we have always done things in a certain way so why change? The 
challenge is that we have to learn, to commit ourselves to listening to one another differently, to 
not being afraid of change, so that we can truly be renewed. 
1.22 As individuals, but preferably in groups, one can search in prayer and reflection. We must 
share in the life of Jesus and in so doing discover what he did differently from what his religion and 



peers expected of him, what they were used to being and doing or even what the Law even told 
him should be done. Jesus is our model for renewal, other people – especially those who were in 
any way marginalised – were at the heart of his concern.  
1.23 Welcoming requires a deep attentive listening to the other (responsibility) and allowing the 
other to listen to you (accountability) and as one, together, we welcome and witness the mission of 
Jesus. 
1.24 There are groups of people we, perhaps, exclude from our Church, some we have 
demonised and labelled “sinners” or not fully human. We have many examples (to mention a few) 
the physically and mentally challenged, migrants, young parents with noisy children, LGBTI persons, 
the divorced and remarried. We have classified some groups as superior and inferior for one reason 
or another, etc … you can also give some examples and ask why? Does it have to be like this? Is this 
contrary to being a renewed and missionary – ie. The presence of the risen Christ in our own times 
for those around us today?  We need to share and listen to others so that we can be renewed.  
1.25 What are the obstacles the parish finds in sharing different languages in celebration, 
learning to sing other languages, using different symbols belonging to other cultures?  
We need to be a parish which welcomes and listens and witnesses and in so doing making manifest 
that all have human dignity.  
1.26 Apostolicam Actuositatem (AA), the Second Vatican Council’s Apostolate of the Laity directs 
all laity to engage and use their diverse expertise to make things new: 

Our own times require of the laity no less zeal: in fact, modern conditions demand that their 
apostolate be broadened and intensified. With a constantly increasing population, continual 
progress in science and technology, and closer interpersonal relationships, the areas for the 
lay apostolate have been immensely widened particularly in fields that have been for the 
most part open to the laity alone. These factors have also occasioned new problems which 
demand their expert attention and study (AA #1). 

1.27 There are many people who have been hurt during their lives by us, the Church. They are 
hurt by misunderstandings (limited listening and welcoming), by rejection (because they don’t fit 
into the parish’s top group), hurt because they have some new ideas and are not listened to, hurt 
because of positional power and clericalism in the parish. The list can go on. This history, sadly, 
drives people away from our parishes and to  seek solace in another parish or simply leave the 
Church.  
1.28 During and after the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 1996/7, a programme called 
‘Healing of Memories’ was started. Many Christian churches and other religions used this process to 
facilitate sharing, listening and healing. Maybe we too need to reflect on having such a programme 
for our own community. 
1.29 Sometimes our priests need healing too. The Archdiocese can see to it but there is a gap 
here too. Our call to be co-responsible means we have to all look at what activities we can initiate in 
our groups, in the broader parish community and in the community of the Archdiocese. As a 
welcoming Church, with welcoming parishes, we must listen to where it as a whole that needs 
listening and healing  so that we, God’s Church can be renewed and make all things new in our own 
time.  
 
 



2. SPIRITUAL RENEWAL 

2.1 Our journey of renewal must use the spiritual resources we have. These enable us to grow 
in the life of prayer and knowledge of the faith. This will equip us for more effective worship in 
liturgical celebrations by ensuring understanding of that celebration and making it all-inclusive and 
welcoming. Renewal in the Catholic Church, and specifically spiritual renewal, started with the 
Scriptures, both old and New Testament, and has evolved through the centuries and our brothers 
and sisters have come to deeper understandings of our Christian resources.  Various spiritualities 
have developed – Benedictine, Franciscan, Dominican, Ignatian, ascetical, charismatic, etc. “Each 
developed in a given time and responded to the needs of that time” (Why Catholic Prayer p.29), 
and today responds to the various needs of Christians as they journey through life.  They provide 
unique guides for spiritual life and show different facets which make a beautiful whole. 

2.2 So what is spirituality?  It is us Christians growing in prayer so that we develop a habit of 
being in the presence of God and in communion with him; establishing a relationship so that we are 
always with someone we love. Prayer is a call from the heart of each person which responds to the 
continuous call from God who is constantly with us.  No relationship, and especially a love 
relationship, can survive on a once a week communal worship. There has to be a cry from the heart, 
a loving purpose to being with the creator but also a friend and confidante. Jesus calls us to 
conversion and faith, but above all to prayer – an intimate friendship with him.  Throughout his life 
here, he demonstrated the need for prayer before important occasions in his life, at special events, 
even taking 40 days to prepare for his career ahead.  He maintained a direct and continuous 
connection to his Abba Father – “I must be in my Father’s house.”(Luke 2:49)   

2.3 Prayer is the desire to be one with the Lord and to share our life in, through and with him. St 
Therese of Lisieux says, “For me prayer is a surge of the heart; it is a simple look turned towards 
heaven, it is a cry of recognition and of love, embracing both trial and joy.” 

2.4 In addition to our personal prayer, certainly there is vocal or communal prayer such as we 
experience in the Eucharistic Celebration.  Vocal prayer, praying aloud, is an essential element of 
the Christian life” (Catechism of the Catholic Church (CCC) 2701.)  We pray aloud in groups, in 
school, in church, even some of us, at work.   

2.5 As the gift of prayer grows we will encounter God in meditation or contemplation.  It is 
often said that when we pray we speak to God; when we meditate, we listen to God.  So allowing 
more and more silence in our prayer life allows the Holy Spirit to communicate with us without the 
clutter of words.  

2.6 In meditation, we read something, perhaps in the Scriptures or spiritual writings, and we set 
the book aside and “engage our thought, imagination, emotion and desire…to deepen our 
convictions of faith, prompt the conversion of our heart, and strengthen our will to follow Christ. 
(CCC 2708) 

 2.7 St Theresa of Avila tells us “Contemplative prayer is a close sharing between friends; it 
means taking time frequently to be alone with him who we know loves us.” Adoration made 
available for parishioners in our parish churches provides a perfect setting for contemplation – 
being alone with the real presence.  In contemplation we seek to bring our hearts and minds into 
harmony with God, to be in his presence and in an awareness of him.  It is to come to a knowledge 
of God’s total and unconditional love for us. 



2.8 Prayer can take many forms:  We use blessing, adoration, petition, intercession, 
thanksgiving and praise.  When using these we do not normally define them.  But as we develop our 
spiritual life, to define them may help us to grow into using the forms more expertly and usefully. 

2.9 Prayer also can be reading the scriptures or writings which are a part of our Church 
tradition. 

2.10 Prayer does not just happen – we must have the will to pray and, above all, learn how to 
pray, to establish that relationship with our God.  

2.11 Perhaps we have begun to understand spirituality when, if we hear a voice calling within us:  
“Who is there?”  Instead of answering “It is I, It is I,” we would answer “It is you Lord, only you!” 

2.12 Once each person begins a path of growing in prayer this will lead to a greater commitment 
to understand more about the friend whom we want to embrace more and more often. As we grow 
in love for a human friend or partner, we devote time, energy and expense to enhance that 
experience.  So too with Christ.  We must devote time, energy and even expense - to pursue 
writings – scriptures and tradition; forms of worship (liturgy); ways we can get to serve him; talk to 
others about him and bring them to his table; meet with others to talk about our mutual friend and 
grow together in ways of praying, studying and carrying out his work here on earth.  

2.13 Saint Pope John Paul II says “The Church as Family cannot reach all her possibilities as 
Church unless she is divided into communities small enough to foster close human relationships. 
The characteristics of such communities are: 
• they should be places engaged in evangelizing themselves, so that subsequently they can bring 

the Good News to others; 
• they should be communities which pray and listen to God’s Word; 
• they must encourage the members themselves to take on responsibility and to learn to live as 

Church; 
• they reflect on different human problems in light of the Gospel; 
• these communities are to be committed to living Christ’s love for everybody, a love which 

transcends the limits of the natural solidarity of clans, tribes or other interest groups.” 
2.14 So the responsibility of the Parish Pastoral Council (PPC) in the journey of each member of 
the Parish, is to provide opportunity for that growth in spirituality for everyone, in the Church, 
outside the Church, for those who wish to return to the Church.  
2.15 Our first task as parish leaders, who are setting out to develop the faith of our people so 
that they can grow spiritually, is to throw open our minds.  Let us see the good which can be 
extracted from the long tradition of the Church, from the Gospels, the writings of theologians, 
Popes, sages of today, the 21st Century.  Analyse methods which incorporate the use of social media 
as well as the ancient practices to reach out to parishioners in a way which will attract them to 
participate in the processes which we wish to use to develop faith and grow spirituality in our 
parish.  We need to put the people first – what processes will fit their needs? – rather than impose 
our own agendas.  Perhaps we will want to make a new start, a great beginning, to lead our people 
out of the bondage of self-interest and blinkered focus in this ‘selfie’ age, into an enlightenment, a 
parish who pray from the heart not the mind, who look to Mass to enrich and sustain us in the 
weekly work we undertake as Christians to improve our relationships with our brothers and sisters 
often marred by racism and class, sustain our planet, and develop our understanding of our faith 
and the application of it to create a better world.  “Each one of us is called to be an artisan of 



peace, by uniting and not dividing, by extinguishing hatred and not holding on to it, by opening 
paths to dialogue and not by constructing new walls! (The Church of Mercy: Pope Francis) 
2.16 The parish team is the first place to start and perhaps the words of the hymn ‘the servant 
King’ provide us with the best attitude:  “not to be served but to serve …to bring our lives as a daily 
offering… 

so let us learn how to serve   ….each other’s needs to prefer ….for it is Christ we are 
serving.”    
2.17 The PPC  leads by enhancing their own formation and spiritual development as they help the 
parish to do so. Any process which is adopted by the PPC is not “for you people” but “for us all as a 
parish”. The PPC agenda should reflect the spirit of evangelisation. “The Holy Spirit, in the variety of 
his gifts, unites us and enables us to contribute to the building up of the Church in holiness. In this 
great work, each of us has a part to play; each of us, as a "living stone", is needed for the growth 
and the beauty of God's holy temple. Let us ask the Lord to help us to take an ever more active part 
in the Church's life and mission, guided by the Holy Spirit and with Jesus as our cornerstone.” 
(6/26/13 Mission: Pope Francis) 

 
2.18 The PPC can: 

1. Encourage parishioners becoming part of a faith group; 
2. allow for personal spiritual development; 
3. provide a method of reaching out to parishioners who no longer participate in the parish or 

who have left the parish; 
4. reach out to those who have been marginalised – divorced, single parents, parents with 

infants, etc.  
5. allow for the spread of the gospel to those who do not believe; 
6. bring these people into communion with other Catholics in the parish as they tread the path 

of spiritual development; 
7. lead people to a greater participation in vocal, meditative and contemplative prayer;  
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8. cover all the facets of our faith, even those we may have looked at briefly in our path to 
Confirmation, especially the tenets which we profess in the Profession of Faith every 
Sunday; 

9. provide and enhance our understanding of the Sacraments, especially the Eucharistic 
Celebration; 

10. Provide opportunity for adoration; 
11. Arrange for different speakers to hold Parish Missions, retreats, prayer days, etc. 
12. Bring experts to speak to parishioners about how they could advance their lives and 

business dealings in Christ by understanding and abiding by concepts such as ethics, 
morality, charity, and above all service to others.  

2.19 “The Church is born from God’s wish to call all people to communion with him, to friendship 
with him, indeed, to share in his own divine life as his sons and daughters. The very word “Church”, 
from the Greek ekklesia, means “convocation”: God convokes us, he impels us to come out of our 
individualism, from our tendency to close ourselves into ourselves, and he calls us to belong to his 
family.”  (The Church as Family of God: Pope Francis) 
2.20 By our actions as a PPC we wish to be known to future generations as leaders who acted as 
leaven in the world and led our parishioners to: Grow our faith; Learn to serve our parish in 
ministry; give time and resources to grow our Church; enhance our understanding of our 
Eucharistic Celebration and of our Sacraments; and practice Kerygma, which is to have an 
encounter with Jesus the Christ through personal exposure to the Scriptures. 
 
3. FORMATION OF THE FAITHFUL: HEARING THE VOICE OF THE CHURCH 
3.1 There should be an ongoing renewal of the faith for the people of God. 

3.2 We take the scriptures as our way of renewal, which will be ongoing for a long time than a 
project sort of renewal 

3.3 We cannot love Jesus in a personal way if we do not know him. We cannot adhere to him if we 
do not know him. This is shown by how we live our lives. Our ultimate existence is to know God and 
to have a deeper relationship with him and for all eternity therefore we all need ongoing renewal 
from within. “The definitive aim of catechesis/formation is to put people not only in touch, but also 
in communion and intimacy, with Jesus Christ” and that formation should “seek to solidify and 
mature the first adherence” to Christ. General Directory for Catechesis (GDC) .  If we encourage 
every Catholic to revisit the scriptures many souls will be touched and slow conversion will take 
place. 

3.4 Our prayers, devotions, liturgies, rites and rituals in the Church are all bible based but we 
have taken for granted and they have no meaning. We just rattle over them without reflection. All 
these have become duties to be fulfilled with not much meaning. And in doing whatever we us 
what we already have nothing new but put the Scriptural flavour in all what we do. The Scripture 
become our source of doing things anew.  

We structure this as follows 

3.5 AGENTS OF FORMATION:  
Training of trainers: priests, deacons, religious, catechists, those who have been championing this 
process,  leaders of Small Christian Communities (SCC), leaders in sodalities, associations, leagues, 



youth, and their adult supporters, guides of children, PPCs, animators of different programmes in 
the Church, Archdiocesan department leaders, etc. Agents to be suitable for the different ages. 
 

3.6  BENEFICIARIES SAME AS ABOVE WITH THEIR STRUCTURES: 

Families, catechists, SCCs, sodalities, leaders in sodalities, associations, leagues, youth, and their 
adult supporters, children, PPCs members, Lay Ministers etc. 

Age of Beneficiaries Womb to Tomb – All Ages with their different programmes according to their 
age and needs, and the agents to be suitable for the ages. 
Ongoing formation for the agents to keep up to date. 

3.7 PROGRAMMES 
Praying with Scriptures different methods (e.g. LECTIO DIVINA, Seven Steps of Bible Sharing and 
other methods, mantras, Gospel imagination, Gospel contemplation, Guided meditation on 
Scriptures), RENEW Africa, WHY CATHOLIC?; Reading and reflecting on Scripture; Bible Studies 
(Knowing your bible, history of the Bible) 
Our daily and popular prayers biblically based (as we take some of these prayers for granted and 
not appreciate them. Our Father, Hail Mary, Angelus, Magnificent, Mysteries of the Rosary, Stations 
of the Cross, etc.) We take these for granted and think that people know about them especially 
those who come from Catholic Families. 
Our Liturgies and Sacraments, Rituals and Rites, catechesis and Scriptures, well-grounded theology 
courses?  
3.8 LOCI/PLACE:  

There should be a greater recognition in the parishes and Archdiocese of St Augustine’s College as 
the source of ongoing renewal and development. It offers tertiary education in a Catholic 
environment. 

Home, catechetical places, schools, hospitals, prisons, SCCs, Parish, place of gathering. Deaneries, 
and Diocesan departments’ gatherings, 

3.9 METHODS: 

Baptismal catechumenate (RCIA) should be the model of all catechesis in inspiring other forms of 
catechesis in both their objectives and in their dynamism (GDC #59) (that is: period, steps, rites and 
rituals) 

Launching a Bible day in the Archdiocese, Deaneries, Parishes, SCCs; and the enthronement of the 
bible in families and homes. 

Workshops (Praying, different methods of Prayers) Bible Festivals, Retreats on Bible, Knowing your 
Bible, short  academic Bible Studies, Office and reading few verses daily, Bible competitions and 
Quizzes.   
For children - memorizing, dramas, poetry, drawing scenes of the scriptures, passion plays, nativity 
scenes.  

 

 



3.10 VISUAL AIDS 

This is where most of technology will come in - DVDs, radios, smart phones and other electronic 
devices as well as posters. 
 

3.11 SOURCE  

Bible, Liturgy books, Prayer books 
3.12 RESOURCES  

Priest in the Parishes, Bible Foundation, People who specialise in Scriptures, clergy and the 
religious; 
Books on Bible in community and other resources like St Augustine’s College, RENEW Africa, Jesuit 
Institute, etc. 
3.13 PROCESS 

Catholic understanding of Scriptures – Dei Verbum (Vatican 2) – this document lays down the 
principles that will help the faithful avoid many pitfalls in reading the bible – the most dangerous 
being a contextual literalism. "For ignorance of the Scriptures is ignorance of Christ."(St Jerome).  

3.14 PROPOSAL: Basic Education on Scripture  

• Reading the document Dei Verbum which sets out the principles of reading bible from 
Catholic Perspective; 

• Course on overview of Bible and its structure; and 
• Workshop on Spiritual reading of Bible like Lectio Divina. 

3.15 SEMINARS:  on specific topics in relation to the bible: For example gender, the poor, justice, 
tithing, sexual minorities (LGBTI).  

4. LITURGY 

4.1 As Catholics, the power and function of the liturgy to renew our life and faith cannot be 
overstated. While its enactment may sometimes disappoint us, the mysteries which it celebrates 
address our deepest human longings and have the potential to renew our faith and transform of 
our lives. 

 4.2 Weekly the liturgy gathers us to our centre and puts us in contact first with the other 
members of our faith community. It alerts us to their sorrows and joys and allows us to share ours 
in turn.  We acknowledge our common faith and the desire to be reconciled to one another, and to 
sing and pray together in praise of our Creator. The readings of God’s word, fresh each Sunday, 
nourish and challenge us in our faith journey. Rightly applied they deepen our understanding and 
living of the mysteries. The intercessions encompass all those needs of the world which weigh upon 
our hearts, and the presentation of our gifts is an attempt to meet those needs in a concrete 
fashion.  The offering of ourselves with Christ to the Father in the Great Eucharistic Prayer and 
reception in turn of the gift of the Body and Blood of the Lamb provides the sustenance for our 
continuing the works of justice and compassion in the transformation of the world. 

4.3 In the rhythm of the yearly cycle of liturgical feasts and seasons, Advent-Christmas-
Epiphany, Lent-Easter-Pentecost we enter anew each year the mysteries of the life of Christ so as to 



illumine our own life’s passages and be renewed in faith, hope and love. In the feasts of the saints in 
yearly cycle, we encounter anew an image and model of their holiness so as to celebrate their 
victory and make it our own. In the ongoing season of ordinary time we seek strength and wisdom 
for the tasks each week brings in the life of family, community, and the world.  

4.4 But especially in the Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults (RCIA) the church sees most directly 
the signs of the new life and growth of its evangelising mission. In those public rites and 
ceremonies, adults who have experienced a ‘call’ to the faith are brought to the fullness of life and 
sharing in the Eucharistic table. It is a yearly experience of Easter life when our own faith is both 
challenged and refreshed by the ‘new life’ they bring as members of the Body of Christ. We rejoice 
that the faith has been passed on to the ‘next generation’, not unlike our rejoicing with parents in 
the baptism of their new born infants. In each celebration of the three sacraments of initiation, 
baptism, confirmation and Eucharist there is cause to give thanks at the ‘renewal’ of our faith within 
the community and in the life of its members. The RCIA is the church’s own ‘renewal’ programme, 
set forth so lavishly in the revisions of the Second Vatican Council.  

4.5 If we seek real renewal in the church, the centrality and renewal of our liturgical life and 
celebrations cannot be ignored. The Second Vatican Council described the liturgy as ‘source and 
summit’ of our Christian lives, hence it must be enacted well. Those who serve the liturgy as well as 
those who participate in it must be well prepared and well versed in its manner and meaning. To 
that end we offer the following suggestions:  

4.6. SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS FOR RENEWAL OF THE LITURGY IN THE DIOCESE 

There are some areas which come up repeatedly in discussing the liturgy: 

4.6.1 The Homily: too often liturgy rises or falls on the homily. Suggestions might be: 

• Provide resources for preachers which will deepen their understanding of the day’s 
scriptures- and appreciation of the totality of scriptures in general. 

• Offer occasional ‘renewal’ courses on ‘the art of the homily’ which preachers are required to 
enrol in as part of the ongoing professional development for this ministry. 

• Establish ‘homily helper groups’ in the parish to meet with the preacher to reflect and apply 
the scriptures of the coming Sunday. These groups could also critique the previous Sunday 
homily. Was the homily relevant especially in relation to their own lives? 

• Serious consideration should be given as to how the ministry of preaching within the 
Eucharistic assembly might be extended beyond the ordained. 

4.6.2 The music: Music is a main vehicle of the congregation’s participation 

• Ensure all musicians understand their ministry as one of service to the assembly and its 
liturgy, not personal performance. Ensure that the role and function of the choir and cantor 
are well understood. 

• Provide ongoing training regarding the power, place and function of music in the rites. This 
would also help people critique what they are currently doing. 



• Examine and critique what resources are available for the use of both musicians and 
congregation for liturgical celebrations. 

• Compile a basic book of liturgical music that would be inclusive of various languages within 
the archdiocese, especially as regards the sung parts of the Mass and the more frequently 
used hymns, choruses or refrains.  

• Encourage (and fund!) the composition of new music for the liturgical feasts and seasons 
(especially the psalmody) in the various languages. 

4.6.3 The readers: ‘God speaks to the faithful through the lectors and proclaimers’ (cf. Pastoral 
Introduction to the Order of Mass, SACBC (PIOM)) 

• Ensure all readers are adequately trained and prepared for their role as proclaimers of the 
Word of God. 

• Provide ongoing scripture study (perhaps at the start of each new liturgical season) to 
deepen the understanding of the scriptures/ God’s Word.  

• Design and encourage occasional evaluation sessions for all parish readers – including clergy 
- in order that they might receive feedback on their effectiveness (relative to the four 
criteria in the PIOM: conviction, personal posture, preparation, delivery).   

4.6.4 The presider: No other single factor affects the liturgical celebration as significantly as the 
presider. 

• Challenge priests and deacons to an ongoing reflection and critique of their function/roles 
within the liturgical assembly. 

• Arrange occasional videos of/for presiders that would be the basis for critique and ongoing 
development. 

• Arrange timeous (local) rehearsals with the presiders, deacons, servers and other ministers 
for all exceptional liturgical celebrations (e.g. Holy Week, The Triduum).  

• Foster a deep and thorough understanding of the requirements of the various liturgies of 
the church. 

• Consider an open discussion regarding the effectiveness of seminary formation for the 
diocese in this particular regard. 

4.6.5 The language: Pope Francis has shifted the responsibility for the preparation and publication 
of vernacular language liturgical books to episcopal conferences. 

• As English is the language most often used in multi-lingual liturgical celebrations, the 
objections of priests and people to the present English translation must be addressed. 

• Petition the local ordinary and the SACBC to seriously consider the implementation of the 
1998 ICEL revision of the Sacramentary (which had the approval of all of the English 
speaking Bishop’s conferences and is freely available even on the internet!).  



 

4.6.6 Inclusivity:  

• With sensitivity to the norms of ecumenical relations, efforts should be encouraged that 
those of other Christian traditions who share belief in the presence of Christ in the Eucharist 
might partake of the reception of the sacrament in the Catholic Church (especially those 
married to Catholics). 

• Those Catholics whose marriage situation or status [would seem to] disallows their 
reception of the Eucharist, should be invited and encouraged by the parish priest to meet 
and consider the possibilities of their reception of the sacrament. (cf. Amoris Laetitia (AL) 
#299) 

• Any spoken word or gesture which denies Eucharistic hospitality to ‘marginal’ groups (LGBTI, 
migrants, ‘lapsed Catholics’, etc) must be challenged and disallowed.   

• Access to all liturgical functions should be facilitated for all (the elderly, handicapped, 
infants, etc. 

• Invitations could occasionally be directly extended to Catholic congregations to ‘Cross the 
Divide’ and join in the Eucharistic celebrations of those of those ‘on the other side’, as 
regards another language, race, location, social or economic position. In a similar manner, 
presiders, musicians and choirs might do the same. 

4.6.7 Inculturation: 

• The music, language, gesture, décor unique to a particular (various) cultural group[s] should 
be encouraged within liturgical celebrations, within the norms of the universal church. 

4.6.8 The Ministry of the Assembly: 

• Recognize the centrality of knowledge of the scriptures as prelude to fuller liturgical 
participation. 

• Encourage ongoing formation in liturgical theology to foster a deeper awareness of the 
place and function of the liturgy. 

• Foster participation of the assembly through the preparation of the place, and all ministries 
which serve the liturgical assembly. 

• Provide opportunities for furthering the prayer life of the members of the faith community, 
apart from liturgical celebrations. 

• Encourage ‘living the Eucharist’ through works of justice, mercy and compassion. 

4.6.9 Liturgical Training: 

• In order to ensure competency for the ongoing growth and development of present and 
future priests and all lay liturgical ministers, person(s) should be trained to advanced studies 
in liturgy together so to build strong shared responsibility in the archdiocese. 



• Local training (at diocesan and parish level) for all involved in liturgy must be fostered and 
maintained as a source of renewal and deepening for existing and new liturgical ministers. 
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ARCHDIOCESAN SYNOD RENEWAL THEME REFLECTION QUESTIONS 

 
 
QUESTIONS:  

1. How does your PPC promote opportunities for parishioners to deepen their spirituality and 
faith and encourage less active parishioners to be more incorporated in the Parish life? 

2. What has been successful in your parish in promoting renewal in Welcoming, Spirituality, 
Formation and Liturgy? 

3. What and how can technology (social media) be used positively to renew the 
parish/Archdiocese? 

4. The inter-relationship between the priest and community is an important one.  Show how 
the Parish Pastoral Council can develop this in the mission and life of the parish. 

5. Identify the challenges your Parish faces in making the Parish more inclusive of diverse 
languages, cultures and social classes. 


